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APPROVED REVISIONS

Year | Description
---|---
2010 | ADOPTION OF URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARIES (Per WV Senate Bill No. 256, 2009) & UPDATE PER COUNTY CHANGES
2011 | ZONING STATUS UPDATES (Rev #11-02) & GIS BASE LAYER 2011 UPDATES
2012 | ZONING UPDATES (Rev #12-01 & #12-02) & GIS BASE LAYER 2012 UPDATES
2013 | ZONING UPDATES (Rev #13-03, #13-04, #13-05, #13-06) & GIS BASE LAYER 2013 UPDATES
2014 | ZONING UPDATE (Rev #14-01), SHIFTER/DISTRICT GROWTH MANAGEMENT BOUNDARY (Commission-approved 5/15/14) & GIS BASE LAYER 2014 UPDATES
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